We focus on a unique historical episode, the elaboration of the theory of evolution by Charles Darwin, to study the interplay between scientific progress and culture. We perform text analysis on a corpus of hundreds of thousands of books, with the use of techniques from machine learning. We examine, in particular, the diffusion of certain key ideas of the theory of evolution in the broader cultural discourse and imaginary. We find that some concepts in Darwin's theory, such as Evolution, Survival, Natural Selection and Competition, seldom used before, diffused in the cultural discourse immediately after the publication of On the Origins of Species. Other concepts such as Selection and Adaptation were already present in the cultural dialogue. Moreover, we document semantic changes for most of these concepts over time, thus providing further insights about the channels through which Darwin's theory influenced the broader discourse. Our findings provide the first large-sample, systematic quantitative evidence of the complex relation between two key factors of long-term economic growth (science and culture), and suggest that machine learning and natural language processing offer promising tools to explore this relation.
Introduction
Parallel literatures in economics highlight the role of two long-term determinants of growth: scientific progress and cultural change (Alesina and Giuliano 2015 , Bisin and Verdier 2011 , Bush 1945 , Guiso et al. 2006 , Mokyr 2016 , Romer 1990 , Stephan 2012 . To the extent that both science and culture affect economic outcomes, questions about the relationship between these two spheres are of economic relevance. For example, do scientific and cultural change develop independently of each other, or are they related? Are major scientific discoveries confined to debates among elites of experts, or do they percolate into popular culture and imaginary? Conversely, do different cultural environments influence scientific inquiry differently?
The investigation of whether and how scientific discoveries enter the public discourse would also address a deeper question, one about whether or not, to paraphrase Alexander Hamilton's reflections in the Federalist Papers, a society is based on a culture of reason and evidence, i.e.
whether scientific inquiry guides social beliefs and choices. This paper proposes the first large-sample quantitative study of the relationship between scientific progress and the broader cultural environment in which it occurs. Specifically, we analyze how the social and cultural environment of the 19th Century received one of the major scientific breakthroughs in history, the theory of evolution by Charles Darwin. We will argue that the publication of On the Origins of Species in 1859 was largely unplanned and therefore provides a form of natural variation, an rely on data from a large corpus of text which we analyze with natural language processing methods based on machine learning.
Casual observations reveal how intense public debates characterize scientific and technological developments; examples include the development and use of genetically modified organisms, vaccination, and the ethical concerns about the safeguard of privacy as threatened by the development of information and communication technologies. Historians and humanities scholars have long advanced the hypothesis that the social impact of scientific discoveries does not depend only on the recognition of these advances by the scientific community, but also on their broader public perception, understanding and acceptance (Bauer 2009 , Cartwright and Baker 2005 , Chapple 1986 , Fuller 2017 , Mayr 2001 , Mokyr 2016 , Otis 2009 Scholnick 2015) .
Quantitative evidence of the interplay between scientific progress and the broader cultural climate, however, is scant. Measuring this relationship would provide social scientists information on which particular aspects and concepts that define a scientific discovery are new to the broader cultural discourse, which ones are instead already part of the overall culture, and whether scientific progress changes the nature of certain broader ideas in society. Quantitative analysis, on the other hand, presents several challenges. First, it is difficult to measure social perceptions of science and technology. Second, one would need a long-time horizon to analyze the interplay between public discourse and scientific and technological progress. Third, the plausible two-way relationship between science and culture makes it difficult to identify causal links; if, on the one hand, scientific progress can spur the diffusion and acceptance of certain ideas, on the other hand the presence and diffusion of some ideas can facilitate certain scientific discoveries.
We focus on the theory of evolution through natural selection by Charles Darwin, and examine whether the key concepts in Darwin's work emerged and diffused in the broader public discourse and social imaginary as a result of the publication of On the Origins of Species in 1859. Given the importance of Darwin's theory, a quantitative analysis of how his main ideas diffused in the public discourse is of relevance on its own as a source of new historical evidence and insights on how the theory of evolution affected society. In addition, the analysis of this specific episode provides a unique opportunity to explore the use of novel techniques of data collection and analysis to understand the evolution of science and culture, and to combine these new approaches with credible causal identification.
In order to estimate the effect of Darwin's theory, we exploit the fact that Darwin did not fully plan the publication date of his treatise; he had to accelerate the publication, and the public reach of his work, to keep scientific priority over it. Therefore, the timing of the diffusion of the theory of evolution was arguably exogenous. This specific context and the ensuing natural variation provide us with empirical features that are difficult to find in other cases.
Our methodology takes advantage of the development of machine learning techniques to perform digital text analysis, which we do on the Google Books corpus, a digitized collection of about eight million books. We define the publication year of On the Origin of Species as our reference date and concentrate our analysis on the four decades before and after it.
In Section 2, we provide a brief account of Darwin's elaboration of the theory of evolution by natural selection. We also substantiate why the publication of On the Origin of Species provides natural variation that allows studying the effect of Darwin's theory on the broader public discourse.
In Section 3, we describe the text-based data that we use and the techniques that we adopt to extract information about cultural evolution from these data. We first investigate whether the frequency of use of certain words and phrases changed significantly in the years following the publication of On the Origin of Species. We mostly consider words and expressions that, according to many accounts, represent the key concepts in Darwin's theory (Desmond and Moore 1994, Mayr 1982 ): Evolution, Survival, Competition, (Natural) Selection, Survival and Adaptation. The frequencies of use of these words provide a measure of the adoption and relevance of certain concepts in the public discourse. We compare, both descriptively and in a differences-indifferences econometric framework, the evolution of the frequency of use of Darwinian concepts with the frequency of a large number of words not related directly to Darwin's theory but extensively present in On the Origins of Species. We then analyze the semantic evolution of these words. We employ word-embedding techniques from the Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning literature.
We find two main results, which we report in Section 4. First, we some key concepts in Darwin's theory became relevant in the broader cultural discourse in the years immediately following the publication of On the Origins of Species: Evolution, Survival and, to a lesser extent, Competition. The patterns of diffusion of these words were similar in the non-fiction and fiction literature; this indicates a broad impact on culture as well as the social imaginary as represented, for example, by short stories and novels. Other key concepts such as Selection and Adaptation were already present in the cultural discourse. Although the relative frequency of the term Selection per se did not vary around the publication of On the Origins of Species, the expression Natural Selection was virtually nonexistent in the literature before 1859 and diffused rapidly thereafter; this suggests a potential change in the way the term Selection was used.
The second set of results, in fact, concerns semantic changes. Of interest is the increase in semantic association between words such as Competition (or Struggle) and Life, as well as between Life and Adaptation, immediately following the publication of On the Origins of Species. This is consistent with Darwin's theories affecting the perception of what existence means and how it unfolds. Furthermore, the term Adaptation became, over the 19th Century, less related to physical terms (such as Mechanism) and increasingly related to concept related to living beings (such as Organism and Reproduction). The term Evolution, which came mostly from chemistry and physics in the first half of the 1800s, later in the century related more to concepts from biology as well as social and human subjects, indicating a broader reach of this idea in society. Finally, Selection became more similar in meaning to other "Darwinian" words, such as Survival, Variation, Fittest and Heredity.
At least in this case, therefore, scientific progress lead to the diffusion of some concepts in the broader cultural discourse, as represented by a very large corpus literary production that we were able to analyze, and also affected the use and meaning of concepts that were already part of a culture. To the extent that a culture that values scientific inquiry and evidence is more likely to promote economic development (Mokyr 2016) , a channel through which this appreciation may occur is precisely through scientific progress.
In Section 5, we provide concluding remarks and direction for future research.
Related literature. The stream of literature that is closest to our work includes studies of how different cultures are more or less open to scientific and technological change, and how certain scientists may introduce new sets of beliefs in a population. Mokyr ( , 2016 , in particular, defines "cultural entrepreneurs" those scientists who put in motion broader cultural changes. Our paper provides an empirical approach to study this form of cultural entrepreneurship.
We also contribute to the growing use of "text as data" in economics, which is developing especially in such fields as finance, marketing, political economy and the study of media (Gentzkow et al. 2018 , Jelveh et al. 2014 . Economists of science, productivity and innovation have recently begun to rely on these sources of information and related techniques (Balsmeier et al. 2018; Bandiera et al. 2017; Catalini et al. 2015; Kelly et al. 2017 ).
Scholars in linguistics and literary criticism are also increasingly employing computerized text analysis to answer questions about the evolution of literary genres and styles, and semantic changes of words and concepts. Instead of relying on the direct reading of an inevitably limited set of texts from which to offer general insights and interpretations, this line of research is based on the automated or "distant" reading of a much larger set of digitized texts (Heuser and Le-Khac 2011 , Heuser 2016 , Moretti 2013 , Wilkens, 2015 . Cohen (1999) uses the expression "great unread" to indicate the large quantity of books and texts that normally scholars do not study, but that, as a whole, represent the broader social and cultural climate at a given time. In addition to literary analysis, an area of study known as "cultural analytics" or "culturomics" also explores the evolution of culture through text analysis (Aiden and Michel 2014 , Manovich 2009 , Michel et al. 2011 , and in particular through the study of changes in the frequency and meaning of certain words and expressions over time. To our knowledge, there are no applications of these approaches to studying the public perception of science.
Finally, our work also relates to the literature on the role of institutions in the diffusion of ideas and innovation (Abramitzky and Sin 2014) . Our paper looks at the impact of scientific advancements on the perception of key ideas and concepts in society, and on how these ideas and concepts were already permeating the public discourse. 
Historical Background and Identification

The Development of Darwin's Theory of Evolution
Charles Darwin's interest in the evolution of living organisms largely developed during his voyage, from 1831 to 1836, on the HMS Beagle, a ship of the Royal Navy. Over those five years, Darwin collected fossils from the places that he visited and observed their geographical distribution. He was particularly interested in the geographical distribution of wildlife and fossils that he collected in the voyage. Although his early elaborations built on previous theories (such as Lamarck's and Chambers') and considered the possibility of the transformation of one species into another (transmutation), he then developed his own theory of evolution based on the natural selection of the most adaptive (innate) characteristics of a species. Small, gradual variations within a species would emerge randomly, and would eventually lead to branching of new species.
Competition for resources and adaptive capacities would determine whether and where a particular species would be more likely to thrive. The developments in genetic research since the mid-20 th Century provided corroboration and foundations to Darwin's evolutionary theory. (Desmond and Moore 1994, Mayr 1982) .
In addition to being one of the greatest scientific breakthroughs in history, there is a perception that Darwin's theory of evolution had a wider cultural reach (Desmond and Moore 1994 , Mayr [1982 , 2001 ], Fuller 2017 . In particular, the ideas of competition for resources, common origins of species, and random variation implied the absence of a teleology or (benevolent) design, that is, a very different conception of nature and of God.
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The likely common origins of all species, moreover, eliminated any idea of superiority of humans as compared to other living beings, and, within humans, of a race with respect of another. Fuller (2017) , for example, argues that Darwin's theory had a major influence on the debate over race, slavery and discrimination in the United States, thus hinting at a major role of this scientific breakthrough in the evolution of American society. Mokyr ( , 2016 includes Darwin among a small set of "cultural entrepreneurs", i.e. scientists whose discoveries questioned deeply held cultural and popular beliefs.
These accounts, however, focus on a narrow set of literary contributions or on cultural debates mostly restricted to a scientific, political and economic elite; this makes it hard to advance inferences about the broader cultural impact of this scientific advance, and about the cultural climate that preceded that breakthrough. Our approach to answering these questions relies on a massive corpus of literary work (fiction and non-fiction), and therefore offers a methodological contribution that allows going beyond the analysis of a small set of texts and authors as a way to extrapolate general cultural views and trajectories. The unplanned publication date of Darwin's theory provides the main source of exogenous variation for our empirical study. The rapid diffusion of the theory gives us an opportunity to observe variation in the diffusion of the main concepts, and to establish which ones were especially novel and had an independent impact on the broader public discourse.
Identification Strategy
To be sure, On the Origins of Species was not the first treatment of evolution. Darwin's theory was novel in several ways and more coherent than previous ones, but earlier in the 19 th Century some related ideas were already "in the air" -examples include the work of Lamarck, the anonymous Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation (later attributed to the Scottish journalist Robert Chambers), and of course the work of Alfred R. Wallace. Our empirical strategy, however, allows assessing whether the publication of Darwin's book represented a discontinuous change in the cultural discourse, or whether some of the main concepts, perhaps through the work of some of his predecessors, were already embedded in the public discourse. 
Data and Methods
To examine the diffusion and semantic evolution of scientific concepts over time, we exploit the increasing availability of digitized historical text corpora, as well as new tools of natural language analysis. Our first step is to compute relative frequencies of some key words that embody the main concepts advanced in Darwin's theory of evolution, and that in fact Darwin used extensively in his own work. These frequencies represent a basic measure of the adoption of certain ideas in the broader cultural and social discourse. The second step of our investigation focuses on word embeddings, which are widely used in the Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning literature as an effective tool for the analysis of semantic change. Several studies, especially in computational linguistic, computer science, and digital humanities, have validated these ways to measure cultural change (Aiden and Michel 2014 , Manovich 2009 , Michel et al. 2011 , Roth 2014 ).
Word Frequencies. We rely on Google N-Grams 6 (Lin et al. 2012 ) to assess how frequencies of words changed over time. The Google N-Grams data is the result of the Google Book project whose aim is to build a vast collection of digitized books in partnership with major libraries 7 . First released in 2010, the data consists of a set of corpora of roughly eight million books, an estimated 6% of all books ever published (Lin et al. 2012) . The texts cover roughly a 500-year span and they are continuously updated. The Google Books data includes different corpora and languages (besides English: Italian, French, German, Spanish, Russian, Hebrew, and Chinese). The English corpus alone has half a trillion words in it. The data include both fiction and non-fiction books, but not periodicals, and is aggregated depending on the number of terms considered; for instance, the 1-ngram dataset includes single words and their frequency in a given corpus, and n-grams include combinations of n words and their frequency. We compute frequencies from 1-ngram and 2-ngrams data for each year and express them in per-million-words terms.
The ability to separate fiction and non-fiction literature is particularly relevant to us for two main reasons. First, one critique to the N-gram (and Google Books) corpus is that it may overrepresent scientific texts (Pechenick et al. 2015) . In our study, an uptake in the frequency of words related to Darwin's theory may just reflect a disproportionate increase over time of the corpus of scientific books (included in the non-fiction category). Second, separating fiction and non-fiction literature enables the analysis of different types of relationships between Darwinian science and broader culture. The use of Darwinian concepts in the non-fictional literature may better represent higher-educated or more erudite conversations. Conversely, given the diffusion of the novel and the relatively high literacy rates especially in England and the United States in the 19th Century, fictional literature may better measure ideas in the broader social imaginary (Armstrong 1987 , Winans 1975 Mikolov et al. 2013) . The model on which we rely computes estimates of parameters θ that solve:
(1)
The term w indicates a focal word in a corpus, and c represents a context word included in C(w), the set of possible context words, i.e. the words that appear within a window of m words around w. The parameters of the models are set such that the probability of context words appearing near the target words is as high as possible. After expressing equation (1) 
where @ 2 and @ 5 are vector representation of c and w respectively. C is the set of all possible contexts. The training process starts with random vectors that are "pulled closer or apart" depending on the actual word co-occurrence. The final vectors satisfy some "linearity" features in the relationship between, for example, the singular and plural form of a word, or feminine and masculine versions. Using a frequent example in the literature, we expect, when the words king, kings, queen, queens, man and woman are in distributed vector form, that the following holds:
(king -kings) ≈ (queen -queens) and (king -man) ≈ (queen -woman).
The more "similar" two word vectors are, the closer the semantic association of the two words.
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The main metric to compare the vector representations of words is the cosine distance (Dubossarsky et al. 2015; Gulordava and Baroni 2011; Jatowt and Duh 2014; Kim et al. 2014; Kulkarni et al. 2015) . We use a context window of four (on each side), and set the parameters as suggested by Levy et al. (2015) 10 . In general, these choices for the window and the parameters are expected to measure semantic changes and more generally cultural shifts (Hamilton et al., 2016) .
Findings
We first describe the evolution of the relative frequency of certain selected words and two-word expressions as measures of the diffusion of certain concepts in the public discourse around the time of the publication of On the Origin of Species in 1859. The second part of the analysis focuses on semantic evolution.
Word Frequency and Diffusion of Concepts
Darwinian and "Control" Concepts
Graphical Analysis. We consider terms (1-grams) that, from many accounts (Desmond and Moore 1994, and Mayr 1995) , as well as our own reading, represent the key concepts in Darwin's theory: Evolution, Selection, Adaptation, Competition, Survival, and the expression (2-gram) Natural Selection. Figure 1 reports their frequency of use, per million words, in each year between 1820 and 1899, separately in fiction and non-fiction books. 11 We scale the y-axes differently for the two categories in each graph.
been used to track demographic and occupational social shifts (e.g., Garg et al. 2017 ) and gender stereotypes (e.g., Bolukbasi et al. 2016; Caliskan et al. 2017) . 10 See also Hamilton et al. (2016) for a discussion on the pre-processing methods and parameters. 11 We initially included also the word Mutation, but then opted to discard it its occurrence was too low throughout the period of interest to allow for meaningful analyses
The expression Natural Selection, perhaps the most defining of Darwin's concept, was virtually non-existent in both the fiction and non-fiction literature before 1859 and experienced a significant increase in use since then. On the one hand, this may not be surprising, precisely because of the close association of Darwin with the idea of natural selection. On the other hand, we may consider the significant increase in the diffusion of this concept immediately after the publication of On the Origin of Species as a validation of our approach; this initial analysis of frequencies seems to capture what we might have expected.
Moving to other Darwinian concepts (perhaps not as tightly associate to Darwin as Natural Selection), also Evolution and Survival entered the public discourse in the years immediately following the publication of On the Origin of Species. The concepts that underlie these words and expressions, therefore, generated interest not only in specialized or more educated circles, but plausibly also in the more popular cultural context. Interestingly, the diffusion of these concepts in the fiction literature seems to have lagged the diffusion in the non-fiction literature by a few years. Competition was already present in the first part of the 19th Century, but especially in the non-fiction literature, and experienced an increase in frequency after about 1860.
Selection and Adaptation, in contrast, did not see a further increase in relative frequency around the publication of On the Origins of Species; Adaptation reached a stable relative frequency in the 1840s, whereas the relative frequency of Selection was constantly increasing since the early 19th
Century. Note how Selection was already increasing its presence in the cultural discourse before 1859, whereas Natural Selection appeared after the publication of On the Origins of Species. This suggests the possibility that, after 1859, the word Selection might have experienced semantic changes, i.e. a change of meaning in the public discourse. We will explore this below.
In Figure 2 , we display the relative occurrence of some terms that of frequent use in general and in the sciences, are not specific to Darwin's theory, and appear very frequently in On the Origins of Species. In looking at these terms, our objective is to assess whether there were general trends in the use or diffusion of scientific concepts. The words that we consider in the figure are
Number, Life, Animals, Flowers, Plants and Nature. For none of these words was there any discernible change in diffusion in the decades immediately preceding and following the publication of On the Origin of Species. These "generic" words are a subsample of the 100 nouns whose frequency we use as counterfactuals in the regression analyses that we describe below. 
We define the time trend t as the current year minus 1800, therefore it takes values 20, 21,…, 99.
The coefficients A 5 and a 5 measure, respectively, "step" and slope changes in frequency before and after 1859. 12 In the log-transformed model, these changes are in relative terms, and therefore easier to compare across words.
The estimates, both in absolute and relative terms, reinforce the visual evidence from Figures 1 and 2. For the "Darwinian" terms discussed above, the increase in slope after 1859 is significant and especially large for Natural Selection, Evolution, Survival and Competition. We do not detect any specific pattern related to the publication of On the Origins of Species for the six "control"
words. We ran the same regressions as in model 4 for all of the 100 most frequent nouns in On the Origins of Species. More precisely, one of these 100 nouns is Selection; therefore, the actual number of control words is 99 (the list is in Appendix Table A1 ). Figure A1 in the appendix reports the estimates of A 5 and a 5 for each of these nouns. The vast majority of the estimates is not statistically significant, and the estimates that are significant are split between negative and positive, showing, again, no detectable pattern. We will rely on the full set of nouns also in the differences-in-differences analyses below. 12 In the Appendix, we estimate a model where we allow for step changes and changes in slope for every decade between 1820 and 1899.
We run this regression for each word on N=160 observations, two per each year with one pertaining to non-fiction books (](gh+\hij) = 0), and one reporting relative frequencies of the focal word in fiction books (](gh+\hij) = 1). Especially for the words and expressions that experienced an increase in diffusion immediately after 1859, the regressions provide support to the observations that we made with respect to Figure 1 above: the diffusion concerned both the non-fiction and fiction literature.
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Regression Results: Differences in Differences. After having studied the diffusion over time of each word separately, we proceed with some differences-in-differences analyses where we estimate the aggregate diffusion patterns of Darwinian and generic scientific concepts before and after 1859. We perform these analyses in two ways.
First, in Table 3 we report the estimates from regressions where, for each year, we sum up the frequencies of occurrence (in a given year) of the six Darwinian concepts on the one hand, and of the 99 "control" nouns on the other hand, and compare the trend in the aggregate diffusion before and after 1859. Because the aggregate frequency of the generic words is much higher than the frequency of the Darwinian concepts pooled together, to make more immediate comparisons we transform these frequencies into their natural logarithms and include the logarithm of the time trend in the regression analyses. Therefore, we compare scale-free elasticities. In this analysis, we also pool together fiction and non-fiction books. The regression model that we estimate is as follows:
ln ( 
Lamarck and Darwin; Transmutation and Evolution
If a word frequency analysis is a valid way to measure the diffusion and acceptance of an underlying scientific theory in the broader cultural discourse, then this analysis should also be able to identify the decline of certain theories. A natural comparison to Darwin's elaboration is Lamarck's theory of the transmission of acquired traits. We plot the relative frequency of the use of the words "Darwin" and Lamarck" in books. Because Lamarck was French (and was writing in that language), we do the same exercise also on the corpus of French books. For English texts, we further isolate the frequency in the fiction literature; this is not possible for texts in French in Google Ngrams. Figure 4 reports the frequency graphs. The frequency of the word Darwin became increasingly greater than the frequency of Lamarck both in the English and French literature; in the latter case, the frequency of Darwin surpassed that of Lamarck soon after 1859. Darwin seems to have had a larger presence in the English fiction literature than Lamarck, too. We also compare in Figure 4 two terms that related to the study of the emergence and development of species:
Evolution and Transmutation. Although Evolution, which we already analyzed above, is typically associated with Darwin's work, earlier works in biology (including some of Darwin's) used the term Transmutation to characterize (gradual or discrete) transformations of plants and animals. By comparing these two words, we want to assess whether the broader literature and cultural discourse also picked up the "newer" word to express these changes. For books in French, we consider the word Transformism (Transformisme in French), which was used by Lamarck. The general pattern is that Evolution became progressively more frequent than Transmutation, with a significant change in frequency after 1859. Transmutation ad Transformism were very rarely used both before and after 1859; therefore, this comparison is less informative, overall, than the one between the frequency of us of the words Darwin and Lamarck.
Semantic Changes
Looking at frequency of use as a measure of the interplay between a major scientific discovery and the broader cultural climate is a natural first step for our analysis. However, the role of a particular construct does not only depend on how often that construct occurs in books. Words can change their meaning over time. These changes, even keeping frequency constant, provide further evidence of cultural evolution potentially linked to certain scientific events. Figure 5 introduces the second part of our study, where we move from the analysis of the frequency of use of certain words, expressions and the concepts underlying them, to the analysis of whether the semantic evolution of certain words and concepts, to see whether this evolution occurred in ways that we can relate to the elaboration of Darwin's theory. In the graphs, the horizontal axis reports decades (the time unit of reference as describes in Section 3), and the vertical axis indicates the cosine between the two-word vectors of interest.
One aspect of Darwin's theory is that life (or existence) includes adaptation, as well as competition, among its defining aspects. We do see an increase in the semantic association A second analysis of semantic changes focuses on some of the key words and concepts that we considered so far. Instead of investigating the similarity of these words with a select sample of other concepts, we "let the data speak" by determining, for each decade, the words with the highest semantic connection (cosine similarity) to these key words. Figures 6 through 11 report the findings for the words Adaptation, Competition, Evolution, Nature, Selection and Survival. We excluded from the rankings of semantic similarity the words that had the same root as the focal key word as well as the most obvious synonyms (e.g. Compete or Competitor for Competition);
we also defined a lower bound to the relevant cosine similarity to be equal to 0.05. The closer a word is to the horizontal (time) axis in the figures, the closer to one the cosine similarity. Finally, we use a "color system" to classify words according to some broad category; in addition to being interest in changes in the type of most similar words, we also want to assess whether, for example, concepts more distant from Darwin disciplines related to Darwin's major concepts and whether these similarities evolved over time.
The figures identify a few interesting facts. First, the term Adaptation became, over the 19th
Century, less related to physical or "mechanical" terms (such as Mechanism) and increasingly similar to concepts that represented living beings (such as Organism and Reproduction).
Second, the biggest changes in meaning and association concern the word Evolution. In the first half of the 19th Century, the terms that were closest to Evolution came mostly from chemistry and physics. Later in the 1800s concepts from biology as well as related to human society were semantically more similar to Evolution. Examples include Social and Progress. Note also how the word Darwinian itself became closely associated with Evolution; this is consistent with a direct role of Darwin's theory in changing the meaning of this concept.
Third, Selection appeared more closely related to the concept of Choice (and qualification for the choice such as "careful" or judicious") in the first half of 1800; the similarity in meaning with
Choice remained also later, but in the broader literature, Selection became more similar in meaning to other specific "Darwinian" words, such as Survival, Variation, Fittest and Heredity.
Fourth, very few words had a similarity in meaning with Survival, likely because the word itself was only rarely used in the first half of the 19th Century. Later in the century, the word was increasingly associated in the overall literature to other concepts related to evolutionary theory, notably Fittest, Evolution, Struggle and Selection. The increasing relatedness with Fittest toward the end of the 1880s is likely due also to the publication of the Principles of Biology by Herbert Spencer in 1864, where this concept applies also to society and ethics and not only to the natural sphere. Competition, in contrast, maintained an association with a stable set of words, mostly related to production and markets, throughout the century.
Finally, Nature is perhaps too generic (and was more widely used) of a term to expect a close relation with specific concepts. Interestingly, however, words such as Divine and Perfection disappear from the concepts most closely related to Nature in the second half of 1880.
Conclusions
To the extent that both cultural and scientific change are major drivers of long-term economic development, the investigation of how these two phenomena coevolve promises to offer a deeper understanding of their role in enhancing growth.
We focused on one specific scientific breakthrough, the theory of evolution via natural selection of Charles Darwin, and explored its impact on the public discourse in society. There is a diffused perception that Darwin's theory affected culture in many different ways, from affecting the interpretation of the role of nature to influencing ideas about race and equality among humans.
Existing accounts, however, largely rest on qualitative evidence of debates among scientists or elites in society, whereas little is known about the diffusion of Darwin's ideas into society at large.
Arguably, to affect cultural change (to be, in the terminology of Mokyr [ , 2016 a cultural entrepreneur), a scientist should have an impact on the imaginary of a broader population.
Moreover, it is difficult to identify, from existing accounts, which Darwinian concepts were actually novel in the cultural discourse, and which ones were already part of it. We address these challenges by analyzing the diffusion and the semantic evolution of the key words and phrases that embody Darwin's main concept in hundreds of thousands of books, with the use of techniques from machine learning. We rely on the largely unplanned publication date of On the Origin of Species as source of natural variation, and compare the use of these words and phrases with more generic terms that Darwin used.
Our analysis shows that the key concepts expressed by Evolution, Survival, and Natural Selection diffused in fiction and non-fiction literature immediately after the publication of On the Origins of Species. Competition, a theme already present in the broader literature, diffused significantly more rapidly after 1859. Other key concepts such as Selection and Adaptation were already gaining relevance in the cultural discourse before 1859. The adoption of some of these words and phrases in the broader cultural conversation led also to a change in the meaning of the concepts, providing further evidence of the impact of Darwin's theory in society at large.
Our approach has several inductive and descriptive aspects. Although the choice of the concepts on which to focus may seem somewhat arbitrary, we based our selection on the main topics that Darwin developed in his treatise, as well as on the analysis of several interpretations of Darwin's theory of evolution. Moreover, it is generally hard to provide causal identification with this type of analysis. However, the unplanned publication date of On the Origins of Species, the reliance on very large amount of data, and the consistency in the patterns of different words, phrases and concepts, give us some confidence about the nature of the patterns that we established.
Finally, this is a single case study, and generalizations about the relationship between major scientific discoveries and their cultural reception are difficult to make. Empirical approaches enabled by machine learning techniques provide promising tools to explore this relationship beyond the specific historical episode on which we focus. In addition to making it possible to analyze a vast amount to textual data and to relate them to specific underlying ideas, these approaches allow identifying, for example, which concept of a novel scientific contribution had influence beyond the specific scientific domain, and whether and how a scientific breakthrough changes the perception of certain ideas in society. Examples of relevant scientific breakthroughs include the theory of relativity or the indeterminacy principle in physics, the discovery of the DNA, and the emergence of biotechnology and genetic engineering. In fact, one could go beyond scientific discoveries and employ a similar approach to explore the cultural antecedents and effects 
B. Natural logarithms
Notes: The tables report estimates from regressions of the annual frequency of use of a given word or phrase on a linear time trend, indicators for the years after 1859, and the interactions of these indicators with the difference between the current year and 1859. Each regression is limited to one word or phrase as indicated in the corresponding column, and includes 80 observations, one for each year from 1820 to 1899. The time trend is expressed as the last two digits of the corresponding year (e.g. 28 indicates 1828). Frequencies are per million words; in absolute terms in Panel A, and as ln(frequency per million words + 0.01) in panel B. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
Notes:
The table reports regressions of the natural logarithm of the relative annual frequency (per million words + 0.01) of use of a given word or phrase on the natural logarithm of a linear time trend, indicators for the years after 1859, the interactions of this indicators with the difference between the natural logarithm of the current year and the natural logarithm of 59, and interactions of all these previous terms with an indicator for whether an observation pertains to fiction books as opposed to non-fiction books. There are two observations per year, one based on the corpus of non-fiction books, and the other on the corpus of non-fiction books (N=160). Each regression is limited to one word or phrase as indicated in the corresponding columns. The time trend is expressed as the last two digits of the corresponding year (e.g. 28 indicates 1828). Robust standard errors are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10. (Table A1 reports the list of these words). The horizontal lines and bars are the 95% confidence intervals of the estimates.
iii 29, 39, 49, 59, 69, 79 and 89, respectively , and interactions of all these previous terms with an indicator for whether an observation pertains to fiction books as opposed to non-fiction books. There are two observations per year, one based on the corpus of non-fiction books, and the other on the corpus of nonfiction books (N=160). Each regression is limited to one word or phrase as indicated in the corresponding columns. The time trend is expressed as the last two digits of the corresponding year (e.g. 28 indicates 1828). Robust standard errors are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10. 
